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Transcribed by Shavo

Words and Music by Joe Strummer and Mick Jones
Arranged by The Clash
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Johnny comes marching home again Hurrah!

Tra la

B 1st Verse
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Johnny comes marching home again Hurrah!

Tra la
coming by bus or under ground Hur rah! Tra la~

woman's eye will shed a tear to see his face so beaten in sl.

just around the corner in the English Civil
Still at the stage of clubs and fists Hur-rah! Tra-la
When that
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I

2nd - 4th Choruses

Your well known face got beaten to bits Hur - rah! Tra - la

Your face was blue in the light of the screen We watched the speech of an animal scream

P.M.----------------- P.M.----------------- P.M.-----------------
They
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3rd Chorus

Who hid the radio under the stairs and who got caught out on their uncles.

New party army is marching right up the stairs.

D.S. al Coda
I Outro

Alright
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o-kay

Johnny

All the
Get his coffin ready 'cause Johnny's coming